.-lhswacr -Wavelength conversion has h e n shown ils one of the key techniques to improve blocking prformancr in a ravelength-routed all-optical nehvork. Given that wavelength converten nowadays remain very expensive. how to make effective use of a limited number of wnvrlcngth cnnwrten becomes an important issue. In this paper. we propose SparsePartial Wnrclcngth Conversion (SPWC) nework architecture with the inherent flesibilic that can facilitate nehvork carriers to migrate the optical backbone to support wavelength conversion. We demonstrate that this nehvork architecture can significantly save the number of wavclmgth c o n w r t e~~, yet achieving escellent blocking performance. Thcurrtical and simulation results indicate that, the performance of B wavelength-routed WDM nehvork with only 1 4 % of wavelength conversion capabilily is v e n close to that with Full-Complete Wavelength Convenion capability.
I. INTRODUCTIOX
Wavelength-routed all-optical WDM networks are considered to be candidates for the next generation wide-area backbone networks [3] . A physical wavelength-routed network consists of a set of wavelength routers connected by fiber l i k s . Each fiber link can support n number of wavelength channels hy using Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM); and the wavelength routers cm switch the input optical signals according to their nwelengths. Two wavelength routers, whether they are physically adjacent or not; can communicate with each other by setting up a "lightpath in between, which is a direct optical connection without any intermediate electronics. In a dynamic wavelength-routed WDM network, a sequence of lightpath requests amves over time and each lightpath has a random holding time. Due to the capacity limitation of the network, some lightpath requests may not he satisfied, resulting in blocking. One of the priman. design ohjectives in dynamic wavelength-routed all-optical networks is thus to minimize this blocking probability.
Establishing a lightpath generally requires the same wavelengths to be allocated on all the fiber links along the path. This is known as the wnveleiigth coiitiiiiiip coiistraiiit; which makes the modeling of wavelength-routed networks ditkrent from that of traditional circuit-switched telephone networks. Such constraint can be eliminated by using wavelength converters, which can convert the optical signal from one wavelength to another [7] . A wavelength router with conversion capahility is called a ,vaveleiigrli-coiivertible roiiter, or WCR. However, wavelength converters remain ven. expensive nowaday% hence, different architectures of WCRs have been proposed tu save the cost:
Complete ll'meletigth Coiiversioii: Fig. 1 shows an example of a WCR with Complete Wavelength Conversion capability, where each output port uf the optical switch is associated with a dedicated wavelength converter. This kind of ideal WCR is assumed to be able to convert all the input wavelengths to any other wavelengths simultaneously without any limitation. Note that the number of converters is equal to the number of the fiber links multiplied by the number of wavelengths per fiber. Since the number of wavelengths on each fiber could be hundreds or even more, the number of conveners inside a WCR will be veri. large and the cost of such architecture can be prohibitively high.
Partial 1Fabveleiiglh Coiiversioii: It has been shown that a WCR \rith a limited number of conveners can achieve v e y close performance to Complete Wavelength Conversion. This is referred to as Partial Wavelength Conversion [1;8]. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of a WCR with share-per-node partial wavelength conversion [SI. There is a pool of wavelength conveners which are shared by all the output ports. This architecture requires much less number of wavelength converters. Hon-ever, it is more complex than a wavelength router without wavelength conversion, because it needs an addition small optical switch (OSW). In addition, it remains unknown how many convcrters should he equipped in a WCR in order to achieve satisfacton perfonknce.
If all the \ravelength routers in the network support wavelength conversion (either complete conversion or partial conversion). we call it Fit11 IVmeleiigth Coiiwisioii. On the other hand, it' only a small part of the wavelength routers can peiiom wavelength conversion. the network is called with Sparse IFaveletigtli Coiiversioii [IO] . The latter has received much attention recently, because it can significantly save the number of WCRs. It also offers a tlexible solution for the network camers to upgrade their network gradually to support wavelength conversion. To date, most of existing studies simply assume that, the WCRs in a Sparse Wavelengh Conversion networks all hove the capability of Complete Wavelength Conversion, which however is veri. costly and inefficient in practice.
Fig. 2. .A wavelength conwrterwith partial wavel~ngth conversion
In this paper, we first 'analyze Partial Wavelength Conversion that leads to the following observations: First, in order to achieve small blocking probability, over-provisioning is usually done in the backbone network. This implies that only a relatively small portion of the overall network capacity is used to c a m the traffic. Second, only the lightpaths that pass through a WCR could require allocating a wavelength converter on this WCR. Hence, as long as the n y h t v of the bypassing lightpaths is not large, a small number of converters are enough, Third,. a wavelength assignment algorithm, if carefully designed; can further save the number of converters, and most of the lightpaths can he setup successfully without wavelength conversion. Although wavelength converter placement problem has been estensively studied for the Sparse Wavelength Conversion case [4, 5, [11] [12] [13] , the comesponding problem for the SPWC case is quite different. To this end; we re-define the problem for SPWC network architecture and propose a simple but effective scheme to solve it. Theoretical and simulation results demonstrate that only I-5% number of wavelength converters, if appropriately placed, is needed to achieve comparahle performance to that of Full-Complete Wavelength Conversion.
The rest of the paper is organized 3s follows. In Section 11, we present quantitative analysis on why Partial Wavelength Conversion can usually achieve almost the same performance as Complete Wavelength Conversion. In Section 111, we describe the proposed SPWC network architecture, and then investigate the wavelength converter placement problem. Numerical results are presented in Section IV. Finally; Section V concludes the paper.
II. ANAL~XS OF P.ARTIAL WAVELENGTH CONVERSION
In this section. we analyze the Panial Wavelength Conversion and show why it can achieve v e y good blocking pelfonnance compared to Complete Wavelength Conversion. Our key observations in this section are: ( I ) under a small blocking prohabili?, the total network traffic carried in the network has to remain relatively lou~. Hence, the number of lightpaths concurrently passing through a navelength router is relatively small as compared to its theoretical capacity. (2) a welldesigned wavelength assignment algorithm can further decrease the number of wavelength conveners. SPWC architecture.
A. A~etwork .4ssai11ptio1is and ~ioratioiis
The above two observations sew'e as the basis for our
We first give some assumptions and notations for'our network model. as follou~s:
I .
2. 
4.

.
An arhitrag. mesh WDM network consists of iV nodes and J fiber links. The nodes are labelled from I to A' and the l i k s are labelled from 1 to J The nodal degree of node n is denoted by D(n); 1 5 n 5 N The number of converters inside node II is denoted by F ( n ) For simplicity. we consider bi-directional links. Each link can support IY wavelengths in bothdirections We assume that lightpath connection requests for end-toend node pair a follows a Poisson process with rate .4, We also assume that the connection holding times are eqonentially distributed with a unit..time. The total tnffc offered to the network is TErlangs.
6. For simplicity. we assume the fised shortest path routing algoritlun is used. Tlie route between node pair n is denoted by R, . and the length of t k route in liopsount is h ( R , ) . We further define that the ith link of route R, is Ra(I)> 15 i 2 h(R,)
7. The blocking probability of route R, is denoted by BR,
B. Cnlnilntion ifOlvrnll Blocking Prohnbilip
We now show a simple model to calculate the blocking probability of a navelength-routed WDM network with FullComplete Wavelength Conversion. In such a network. each node is a WCR with Complete Wavelength Conversion i.e., F(n)= D(i7)IP . and there is no wavelength continuity constraint.
Tlie overall blocking probability B is defined as the ratio of the blocked traffic to offered traffic. That is.
To obtain tlie steady-state probability of the number of available wavelengths on each link. we use the reduced-load approximation method presented in [2] . Let 1, denote the random variable representing for the nnmber of free wavelengtls on link j . We assume that random variables The above equations lead to a set of fixed-point non-linear equations. which can be solved by iterative substitutions. as follows:
Initialize BRa to 0 for all routes. and q j ( 0 ) to 0 for all links.
Determine ai using Eq. (4) for all links Determine q,(m,) using Eqs. ( 2 ) and (3) for all links.
Determine BRo for all routes using Eq. (3). If the new values of ER" converge to the old values. the iteration is tenninated and we can go to Step (3). Othenvise go to Step (2) for the next iteration Finally. determine tlie overall blocking probability B using Eq. (I).
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Following the approximation made in 161 for tlie camed t d i c on link j . we can determine Cy, using the following equation A Lightpath can be setup on a route d and only if every link on the route has free wavelengths. Thus we can calculate the blocking probability of a route according to the following equation: blocking probability for the 14-node NSFNET (Fig. 4) topologv. We assume that the traffic load is uniformly distributed to all the node pairs. Table I shows the total t n f i c which can be camed for different number of wavelengths. given a blockmg probability of 2%. Furthermore. suppose the avenge route length is denoted by L. we can estimate the avenge wavelength utilil-ation U using Cj = According to OUT shortest path routing scheme. the average route length L is 2.18. We can obsene that the average wavelength utilization is only around 60%.
T * ( I -B ) * L IP*J
0-7803-8355-9/04/S20.00 02004 IEEE. because the sewice time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with unit time. We still use NSFNET as an esamnple. Assume that 40 wavelengths are available. and the blocking probability requirement is 2% or less. From the results of Section 11-8. the total W i c is 208 Erlangs and each node pair has 2.286 Erlangs of lightpath requests. We can therefore calculate the bl-passing tnffic for each node using Eq. (6). The results are shown in Table 2 . To conclude. from a node's perspective. considerable percentage of lightpaths is not bypassing. Since only the bypassing lightpaths may require wavelength conversion it is possible to equip a small number of wavelength conveners in each node to achieve satisfactory performance.
D. Wm~elength .issignt?ient
In the previous subsection we conclude that only a sinall number of lightpaths bypass a node concurrently. In tlus subsection. we further sl~ow that most of these bypassing lightpaths do not need wavelength conversion if an appropriate wavelength assignment is employed.
We conduct simulations for the NSFNET to polo^ without wavelength conversion i.e.. each lightpath has to use the same wwelength on all its links. The total network WIC is 208 Erlangs and 1.000.000 lightpath requests are generated.
We use the First-fit wavelength assignment scheme in our simulation [14] . For each node. we get the percentage of the bypassing lightpatls that are set up successfully, as shown in Table 3 . We obsene that more than 90% of the bypassing lightpaths can be set up without wavelength conversion by using the simple First-fit wavelength assignment scheme. In other words. no inore than 10% of the bypassing lightpaths actually need wavelength conversion. Recall the results of Section II-C that the number of concurrently bypassing lightpaths on node n am much less than the value of D(n)lP. me can therefore conclude tlwt, a very small number of wavelength converters can achieve almost the same performance as complete wavelength Conversion. ( I ) for rcpresenting tlie probability that I nwelengths are cormnon free on segment S, . A lightpath will he setup on tlie route successfully if and only if each segment has at least one coinmon free wavelength. Let BR,... denote the route blocking probability for conversion state -1: we can have:
Tlie mute blocking probability is thus given by (9) where P(sI is the probability of conversion state-\-. Therefore.
in order to calculate BR, . we lave to calculate us,(;) and
P(X).
Let us first show Imw to calculate us, ( I ) . which is the probability that i wavelenyhs are coimnon free on segment
s,
If S, is a two-hop segment coinposed by link ;
, and ;?.
Then the prnbabilih that j , Ius x free wavelengths is qj, (x)
and (lie probability that .jz l~i s .~ free wavelengths is q,, (.v) . Tlie above n a y s i s can be eaended to determine the us* ( I ) (2) there is no common free wavelength. hut each segment has its own coinmon free wavelength. Only in situation (2). wavelength converters are allocated in the WCRs. and we call the lightpaths which cause wavelength conversion as "conversion traffic". Let T,, denote the total "conversion traffic" bypassing the nth WCR. According to our wavelength assignment algoritlun an accepted lightpath uses wavelength conversion if and only if there is no cormnon free wavelength on all links; only the lightpaths which we wavelength conversion are considered as conversion traffic. In addition the probability that there is no common free wavelength on all links of R, is o,(O).
if w e consider mute R, as a single segment. So T, can be calculated as:
Assume tlie nnmber of converters in the r7th WCR is 2,. We approximately consider that the conversion traffic am>-es to the rtth WCR following a Poisson process with rate T, . Hence. it formsan : \~l / A l / i i i / i n systemwith Z,, seners. We can derive the prohahilih p , that the ntli WCR Ins no free navelength converter by:
The numerical algorithm used to solve the above fisedpoint non-linear equations is as folloivs:
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I. Initialize ER# to 0 for all mutes. and q,(0) to 0 for all links.
Detcrmine nj using Eq. (4) for all links Defermine q , ( m j ) using Eqs. (2)and ( 3 ) forall links
Determine BR, for all routes using Eqs. (8)-(17) . If the new values of BRn are converged to old ones. the iteration is terminated and we can go to Step (5).
Othenvise go to Step (2) for ne11 iteration.
Finally. determine the overall blocking probability B using Eq. (I) .
2.
4.
.
C. Jl'melengrh Converter Placenr enr Problem
A \'en important problem in the SPWC netvork architecture is the placement of wavelength converters. Traditionally. this problem is defined in the context of Sparse Wavelength Conversion that is_ to determine a set of routing nodes with Complete Wavelength Conversion capability such that the overall network blocking probability can he minimized. In our SPWC network architecture. we should redefine the wavelength cowerter placement problem as two sub-problem: (1) how to find a set of nodes which will be placed with a WCR? (2) Given the total nuniber of !\I convcrters. how to place them in the selected WCW? We now propose a simulation-based scheme to solve these two subproblems. Its performance is evaluated in Section IV.
The basic idea of OUT scheme is to conduct simulations assuming Full-Complete Wavelength Conversion: from the simulations. we can observe how manv wavelength conversions are conducted in each node. Thus we obtain statistics on the following two parameters for each node 17 :
I)
2)
.4(1?) : the average number of bun. converters P(n) : the maximum numberofbusy converters It's then straighlfonvard to place more wavelength converters on the nodes with large values of .4(n) and P(n)
In the following. we use the 14-node NSFNET topology as an esample to shorn Imm to choose the WCRs and assign navelength converters to each WCR.
In this example. we assume each fiber link can support 40 wavelengtla. In the simulations. 1.000,000 consecutive lightpath requests are generated. The total network WIC is 200 Erlangs and they are unifonuly distributed to all the node pairs. The following routing and wavelength assignment algorithm is used to setup a lightpath:
Upon the arrival of a lightpath request: 1) Find the shortest path between the two end nodes of the liglltpath rcquest.
2) In the shortest path if there exists any link that has no free mavelengtl\ the lightpath request will be blocked.
3) Ifthere exist common free wavelengths among all the links in the route: set up the lightpath by choosing the common free wavelength with the smallest label for eacb link. We call the above wavelength assignment scheme in Steps 3 and 4 as dlodifierl Firsr-Fir (MFF) wavelength assignment.
Step 3 is particularly important as we I w e shown in Section 11-D that 90% of the bypassing lightpaths can be setup without wavelength conversion under low traffic. The simulation results are shown in Table 4 , From the values of d ( n ) and P(n) in Table 4 . we can obsewe that the utilization of wavelength converters is indeed v e n low Although the peak value of concurrently busy wavelength converters can be large. most of tbe time only a small fnction of converters are busy To illustrate this_ we sliom the probability distribution of the number of busy 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.W 02004 IEEE.
Node n
IV.
NUSIERICAL RESULTS AND kN.ALYSlS
In this section we compare the perfonnance of different conversion schemes for NSFNET topology (Fig. 4) and 25-node mesh-toms network topolop (Fig.9) . As in many previous studies [5. 7. 10-13]. we assume that the traffic is : uniformly distributed to all node pairs. The lightpath requests arrive according to a Poisson process and the holding time is eipnentially distributed with a unit time. We assume 40 wavelength channels are available for each fiber link.
A. Blocking Pe~forritm7ce .4nolvsis of !\' SF:VET Fig. 8 shows the blocking probabilities total network versus traffic load for different wavelength conversion schemes in NSFNET topologv. In the siniulations, we use the Shortest Path Routing and First-Fit wavelength assignment algorithm for the case with no wavelength conversion and the RWA algorithm for sparse-partial wavelength conversion. as described in Section II1-C.
The first observation from the figure is that. full-complete wavelength conversion can decrease the blocking probability by a large margin. The second significant result is that.
compared to the 1,600 comerters used in die full-complete watelength conversion only 50 converters are needed to acheve satisfactory perfonnance if sparse-partial wavelength conversion schemes are used. The analytical results of the sparsepartial wavelength conversion are also presented. We notice that the analytical results of the blocking probability are larger than the simulation results. The first reason is that in the analytical model. the link traffic is modeled by Poisson In the mesh-torus network topology. full-complete wavelength conversion requires 25 WCRs and 4.000 wavelength comerters. We follow the approach in Section 111-B to place wavelength converters in the 25-node mesht o m network. We first conduct simulations assuming fullcomplete ivavelengtli conversion and get the conversion statistics. It tnms out thit each of the nodes 1-5 has much more wavelength conversion activities than the other 20 nodes. So we decide to use 5 WCRs to replace nodes 1-5. We also find that these 5 nodes have the same wavelength 0-7803-8355-9/04iS20.00 02004 IEEE. conversion activities. This is because of the because of the syimnetl). of the niesh-toms topology. Assume there are 75 wavelength converters. a straiglitfonvard placement scheme is to equip I 5 converters for each WCR. We then conduct simulations for different conversion cases: no conversion sparse-partial wavelength conversion with 5 WCRs where each WCR has 15 wavelength converters. and tlie fullcomplete wavelength conversion The mlytical results for sparse-partial wavelength conversion are also presented.
The results are shown in Fig. IO . We can obseme that sparsepartial wavelength conversion woks v e y well in mesh-toms topology. Fint. because of the effect of sparse conversion 5 WCRs can achieve almost the sane performance as 25 WCRs: second, because of the effect of partial conversion only 15 wavelength converters for each WCR are needed to achieve alnmst the same performance of 160 wavelength converters. To conclude. only 75 wavelength converters are required for the 25-node mesh-tom network to achieve v e p close performance to that of -1.000 wavelength converters. 
v. COSCLUSIONS
This paper addresses an iinpoltant problem in wavelengthrouted all-optical WDM networks: how to efficiently utilize a limited number of wavelength converters. We first e\Tlain wb>-Partial Wavelength Conversion can achieve v e n close perfomince to Complete Wavelength Conversion. We then propose the Sparse-Partial Wavelength Conversion network architecture. wluch has tlie flexibility to install the partial WCRs gradually into the network. Both analytical and simulation results nre presented. By using the proposed wavelength converter placement scheme and wavelength assignment a l g o n t l q only a v e v siiiall number of wavelength couvertes are needed to acluci-e ven-close performance to that of tlie Fii11-Complete Wavelength Conversion.
There are many possible future research directions witlun this framework. For example. in this paper. we assume that static shortest path routing is used. Given that many adaptive roiiting algorithm are effective in reducing blocking probability_ it is possible to use them in our SPWC architecture. Wavelength converter placement and wavelength assignment under such advanced routing algorithm are also interesting issues wortlv of further investigation.
